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Beef and bean chili nutrition information

Pearings45%33gCarbs40%13gFat15%11gProteinHow Does this food fit in your daily goals? Activity needed to burn:310 calories47min cycling 31min running 1.9 hours cleaning View the full Beef &amp; Bean Chili Recipe &amp; Instructions Here are the foods from our food nutrition database that were
used for the nutrition calculations of this recipe. Calories per serving of beef &amp; Chilli beans 157 calories ground beef (skinny), (2 oz)48 calories beans, red kidney, (0.22 cups)41 calories canola oil, (0.33 tbsp)15 calories wheat flour, white, bread, fortified, (0.03 cups)12 calories red ripe tomatoes, (0.33
cups, chopped or cut)6 calories onions, raw, (0.11 large)4 calories sweet pepper (bell), (0.11 cups, chopped)1 calorie garlic, (0.22 TSP) Nutrition Data Comments Nutrition Data Awards foods 0 to 5 stars in each of the three categories, based on their nutrient density (ND rating) and their satien effect
(Fullness Factor™). Foods that are both nutritious and filling are better choices for weight loss. Foods that are nutritious without filling are considered better choices for healthy weight gain. Foods with more essential nutrients per calorie are better choices for optimal health. Nutrition data also shows
whether a food is particularly high or low in various nutrients, according to FDA dietary recommendations. Read more about nutrition data comments eat better . do you feel better . A bowl of beef and chilli beans. Image credit: bhofack2/iStock/Getty Images Sitting by a fireplace with a bowl of hot chili can
shiver off the glamour weather of winter. This southwest favorite, which often includes ground beef, beans and ingredients such as meeh and hot pepper, may go back to ancient Aztecs, according to the International Chilli Association. Every chilli chef has a favorite variety of this heartbreaking meal, which
contains a modest number of calories. Keeping the cheese the exact calorie count varies from a bowl of chilli with beef and beans, according to the chef who prepares it. However, the U.S. Department of Agriculture reports that a standard, 182 grams serves the size of meat and chilli beans containing 286
calories. If you want to add some cheese to the top of your chilli, doing so will increase the calorie content of the meal. The USDA notes that a quarter of a cup of chopped cheddar cheese adds an extra 114 calories to the meal. Main info: Chilli beef with panera bread beans 1 cup 220.0 calories 14.0 g
kerb 11.0 g fat 16.0 g protein 3.0 g fiber 40.0 0 Mg cholesterol 4.5 grams saturated fat 590.0 mg sodium 0 grams of sugar 0 grams trans-fat reported a problem with this food note: every item purchased after clicking on our Amazon buttons rewards us a little referral. If you click them, thank you!
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